
Name ____________________________________

1st Grade Choice Board
Cross off each activity as you complete it.  Complete activities on a separate sheet.  Return finished

work January 10
th

.

1.  ELA – Write sentences using

these spelling words:

walk        ice

well        find

ride        take

time       cake

have       name

2.  Science – Look for sources of

light in and around your home.

Decide whether the light is

natural or manmade.  Write the

names of the light sources in 2

columns: Natural and Manmade.

3.  ELA – Write as many words

as you can using the letters in

the words below:

CHRISTMAS TREE

4.  Social Studies – Perform a

service for a family member.

Write a sentence to tell about

what you did.

5.  Math – Fill in the missing

numbers:

a. 78  79  __ 81  __  __  84  __

b. __  65  __  67  __  __  __  71

c. __  __  37  38  __  __  41  __

d. 92  __  __  95  __  __  __  __

e. 55  __  __  58  __  __  __  __

6.  ELA – Put the spelling words

from box 1 in ABC order.

ABC
7.  Math – Solve the problems:

6 + ___ = 12           7 + 7 = ___

___ + 8 = 16          ___ + 10 = 20

9 + 9 = ___            4 + ___ = 8

11 + 11 = ___          12 + 12 = ___

8.  ELA – With an adult, practice

reading nonsense words:

bif     hez     pob     zat     tus

muz     tep     boz     daf     riz

sut     mof     laz     nis     yef

9.  Math – Solve the problems:

___ - 7 = 10          19 – 10 = ___

14 – 4 = ___          18 - ___ = 8

___ - 10 = 5          16 – 6 = ___

11 – 10 = ___         ___ - 3 = 10

10.  ELA – Correct the

sentences:

a.  my dog has a big bone

b.  when can we go to the park

c.  where is sam

d.  her toy is in the blue box

e.  we saw a spider on a web

11.  Math – Write as many true

equations as you can.  Hint:

there are 11 true equations for

each problem.

___ + ___ = 10

10 - ___ = ___

12.  Science – Weather

permitting, stand outside in a

sunny spot 3 times – morning,

noon, and afternoon.  Observe

the location of the sun in the

sky.  Draw a picture to show

where the sun is and where your

shadow is at each time..  Is your

shadow in the same place?  How

does your shadow change?

Write to explain your thinking.

***If you have access to the Internet, log into the CCPS portal to read in MyOn

and to work in iReady.
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Name ___________________________________

1st Grade- DLI Asynchronous Assignments
Watch the video and complete each assignment below it each day. Cross off each activity as you

complete it.  Complete activities on a separate sheet.  Return finished work on January 10
th

.

Miércoles
(Wednesday)

Jueves
(Thursday)

Viernes
(Friday)

1.  SLA- Video

Palabras de Uso Frecuente-

Practice reading as many words as

you can! Scan the QR code for a

video, en Español.

2. SLA- Video

Practice separating words by

syllable. Scan the QR code for a

video, en Español.

3.  SLA –  Video

Practice separating words by

sound. Scan the QR code for a

video, en Español.

1 . SLA – Number a paper and

read and write each word in ABC

order. Circle the “vocales” in each

word:

allí     poco    una     juega   mira

esta    vamos   ella    cola   agua

Challenge! : Pick 3 words and write

1 sentence for each.

2 . SLA – Split the words from

box 1 into sílabas and write the

number of sílabas next to it.

split in       number

word     syllables        of

syllables

Ex:     perro ,    pe - rro  ,       2

3 . SLA – Split the word by

sonidos. Count how many sonidos

are in each word from box 1.

Write the number of sounds next

to each word.

split

sounds in     number

word       word       of sounds

Ex.   casa ,    c- a- s- a ,          4

***If you have access to the Internet, log into ImagineLearning

Español.



First Grade Art Music PE Technology World Language

Wednesday Make a list of your
favorite things and
draw them

Draw pictures or
make a list of three
musical instruments.
Write the name of
your favorite singer

Complete 10 minutes
of Jumping jacks or
Running in place.
Write down what
exercise you decide
to do.Get your family
to walk outside with
you for 20 minutes if
the weather is good.

Make a list of five
activities that you can
do when your
technology is not
working.

Draw ten fruits, color
each fruit. Label each
fruit in Spanish.

Thursday Trace your hand.
Draw different
patterns and shapes
in the outline. Color
your finished drawing

Pitch is how high or
low a note sounds.

Ask three friends or
family members to
sing their lowest and
highest pitches. Write
the name down in
order from highest to
lowest. Don't forget to
include yourself.

Take a small ball or a
piece of paper and
make a ball with it,
toss it using one hand
into the air about 2
feet, count how many
times you are able to
catch it using one
hand before it hits the
floor. Use both hands
the next time and
record the number.

What is your favorite
technology device
(Tablet, PS4, etc.).
Draw a picture of it
and write 3 or more
sentences telling why
it is your favorite.

Draw your favorite
fruit, and color it.
Write 3 sentences
and Tell me in detail
why this is your
favorite fruit. Try your
best to write in
Spanish (mention
color and taste).

Friday Create a drawing
using a continuous
line. Put your pencil
on your paper and do
not lift the pencil until
the drawing is
complete.

Draw a picture or
make a list of your
favorite music Styles.
( Ex Hip- Hop, Jazz,
Rock, Blues, Rap)

Draw pictures of your
favorite sport or
activity that you wish
to do when you are in
middle and high
school, tell me if you
already participate in
that sport or activity.

How can you be a
good digital citizen?
Write 3-5 sentences
about how you can
stay safe when using
technology.

Draw the fruits that
you ate during your
break and label each
fruit in Spanish.


